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RESUMO 
 
 
Neste trabalho o EEG bilateral foi estudado em conjunto com variáveis autonómicas, para 
avaliar sua relação com a ativação nóxica. O protocolo clínico foi projetado para analisar estímulos 
nóxicos precisos (laringoscopia/intubação, tetânico e incisão); os pacientes foram randomizados 
para receber remifentanil 2.0, 3.0 ou 4.0 ng/ml. BIS bilateral foi utilizado para colher o EEG frontal; 
características extraídas incluem: distribuição de energia normalizada pelas bandas de frequência 
(δ 0-4 Hz, θ 4-8 Hz, ɑ 5-15 Hz, β 15-30 Hz e Ɣ 30-44 Hz), Slow Wave Activity (SWA , 0,5-1,5 Hz), 
energia total, entropia espectral e coerência total e por bandas (FP7 ou 8-FPZ). Outras variáveis 
incluem FC, PA, amplitude de PPG (PPGA), BIS e BIS EMG. Estas variáveis foram comparadas entre 
os grupos de estudo e estímulos (testes de Wilcoxon e Kruskal-Wallis, P <0,05). As características 
extraídas foram usadas para alimentar a rede neural (RN, 70-15-15%) para classificar pré e pós 
eventos (LOC, Laringoscopia, Intubação, Tetânico, Incisão), usando as características extraídas de 
EEG, variáveis cardiovasculares e índices do BIS. 
Após aprovação institucional e consentimento informado, trinta e quatro pacientes foram 
incluídos no estudo; 28 no conjunto de dados final. As características extraídas apresentaram 
respostas mais pronunciadas à laringoscopia: diferenças significativas na coerência do EEG foram 
observadas em todas as bandas de frequência, bem como para a PPGA. Uma diminuição na 
coerência total foi observada para todos os estímulos, exceto o tetânico. A FC foi significativamente 
diferente antes e após a estimulação, com exceção da incisão. PA foi significativamente diferente 
para a incisão. Considerando o LOC, uma diferença estatisticamente significativa foi encontrada 
entre a distribuição de energia do EEG em todas as bandas de frequência, bem como na energia e 
entropia do EEG pré e pós-LOC. FC, PA, PPGA, BIS e coerência (SWA, δ e ɑ bandas) também foram 
significativamente diferentes pré e pós-LOC. Na RN melhores resultados de classificação foram 
obtidos para a identificação de LOC usando somente características de EEG. Os resultados da RN 
para todos os estímulos nóxicos foram pobres, no entanto, a deteção de laringoscopia apresentou 
uma precisão de 78,7% no conjunto de dados do teste, usando características de coerência do EEG. 
As limitações do estudo incluem o número reduzido de pacientes em cada grupo e nos 
conjuntos de dados de teste da RN, e a análise das respostas sob diferentes doses de analgésico, 
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que podem bloquear a ativação nóxica. Os resultados preliminares parecem indicar que o EEG 
frontal bilateral pode conter informação importante relacionada ao equilíbrio nocicepção-
antinocicepção, não apenas para a monitorização da hipnose durante a anestesia. 
 
A PA é um dos sinais utilizados para avaliação da adequação da analgesia durante a 
anestesia. Estudos recentes demonstraram que a hipotensão mesmo por curtos períodos, afeta 
negativamente o outcome, no entanto, a monitorização contínua da PA não é utilizada, exceto em 
casos específicos de maior risco. O mesmo conjunto de dados descrito anteriormente foi utilizado 
para estimar a PA através de sinais não invasivos, o ECG e o PPG. 
PA foi monitorizada de forma não invasiva, em intervalos de 1 a 5 minutos antes e durante 
a indução da anestesia; de seguida, um cateter arterial foi colocado para medição da PA contínua. 
A RN foi treinada e ajustada para conjuntos de dados individuais usando o intervalo RR (RRI) e PPGA 
como entradas (30-20-50%); dados aleatórios e em bloco para o treino foram utilizados. 
Trinta e um pacientes constituíram o conjunto de dados final. Os resultados mostram que 
o melhor desempenho foi obtido com a regulação Bayesiana, utilizando o feedback da PAS em 
intervalos de 5 minutos (MAE 5,13 ± 1,65 mmHg, ME 0,01 ± 0,18 mmHg e ρ 0,89 ± 0,04). O uso de 
dados de treino em bloco deteriora os resultados, embora represente o cenário provável de uso. 
A RN para a estimativa das séries temporais de PA apresentou resultados preliminares 
satisfatórios, com erros próximos aos alvos recomendados (5 mmHg). Trabalho futuro inclui a 
avaliação de diferentes combinações de fármacos e estimulação nóxica durante a anestesia geral e 
a exploração de outras características dos sinais, como o declive da onda do PPG.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
In this study bilateral frontal EEG was studied in conjunction with autonomic variables, to 
assess their relation to noxious activation. 
A clinical protocol was designed to analyze precise noxious stimuli 
(laryngoscopy/intubation, tetanic, and incision); patients were randomized to receive remifentanil 
2.0, 3.0 or 4.0 ng/ml. BIS bilateral sensor was used to collect frontal EEG; features extracted include: 
normalized energy distribution (δ 0-4 Hz, θ 4-8 Hz, ɑ 5-15 Hz, β 15-30 Hz and Ɣ 30-44 Hz), Slow 
Wave Activity (SWA, 0,5-1,5 Hz), total energy, spectral entropy, and total and spectral bands 
coherence (FP7 or 8-FPZ). Other variables include HR, BP, PPG amplitude (PPGA), BIS and BIS EMG. 
These were compared between study groups and stimuli (Wilcoxon signed ranks, and Kruskal-Wallis 
tests, P<0,05). Extracted features were used to feed a pattern neural network (NN, 70-15-15) to 
classify pre and post events (LOC, Laringoscopy, Intubation, Tetanic, Incision), using as inputs the 
EEG features, frontal EEG bilateral coherence, and cardiovascular and BIS indexes.  
Following institutional approval and informed consent, thirty four patients were enrolled 
in the study; 28 in the final dataset. Extracted features presented more pronounced responses to 
laringoscopy: significant differences in EEG coherence were observed in all frequency bands as well 
as in PPGA. A decrease in total coherence was observed for all stimuli, except tetanic. HR was 
significantly different pre and post-stimulation except for  incision. BP was significantly different for 
the incision. Considering LOC, a statistical significant difference was found between EEG energy 
distribution in all frequency bands, as well as in the entropy and EEG energy pre and post-LOC. HR, 
BP, PPGA, BIS, and EEG coherence (SWA, δ and ɑ bands) were also significantly different pre and 
post-LOC. NN best classification results were obtained for the identification of LOC using EEG 
features. NN for all stimuli results were poor, nonetheless laringoscopy detection presented a 
78,7% accuracy in the test dataset, using bilateral EEG coherence features. 
Limitations of the study include the reduced number of patients in each group and NN 
testing datasets, and the analysis of responses under different analgesic doses, which may block 
noxious activation. Preliminary results seem to point that there may be useful information on 
bilateral frontal EEG not only for the hypnosis monitoring during anethesia, but also to assess the 
nociception-antinociception balance. 
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BP is one of the signal used to assess the adequacy of analgesia during anesthesia. Recent 
studies have shown that hypotension lasting for short periods of time, as brief as five minutes, 
negatively impact on outcome, however continuous monitoring of BP is not used unless for specific 
higher risk cases. The same dataset was used for estimation of BP through noninvasive signal 
containing beat to beat information on the cardiovascular system (ECG and PPG). 
Blood pressure was monitored non-invasively using a cuff-based monitor at 1 to 5 minute 
intervals before and during anesthesia induction; following an arterial catheter was placed for 
continuous beat to beat BP monitoring. A NN was trained and adjusted to individual datasets using 
beat to beat RR interval (RRI) and PPGA as inputs; data were divided in training (30%), validation 
(20%), and testing (50%) datasets; random and block data selection for training were used. 
Thirty one patients composed the final dataset for BP estimation. Results show that the 
best performance was obtained with Bayesian regulation NN, using feedback of SBP at 5 minutes 
intervals (MAE 5,13±1,65 mmHg, ME 0,01±0,18 mmHg and ρ 0,89±0,04). The use of training data in 
block deteriorates the results, although it represents the likely scenario for its applicability. 
NN for the estimation of BP temporal series presented satisfactory preliminary results, with 
errors close to the recommended targets (5 mmHg). Future work includes assessing the impact of 
different drug combinations, and noxious stimulation during general anesthesia, and to explore 
other characteristics of the signals, such as PPG wave slope as described in the literature.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Pain is a complex process that involves a subjective and multidimensional perception that 
encompasses sensorial, cognitive and emotional components. It's treatment depends upon 
adequate evaluation, and although it is a subjective experience and it may be evaluated by clinical 
scales, nociception evaluation in unconscious individuals is difficult and requires the use of 
objective methods, independent of collaboration. The development of an objective nociception 
index would have several clinical applications, namely in patients under general anaesthesia, 
sedated, in coma, or incapable of communication1. 
Although extensively studied, the evaluation of nociception of unconscious patients still lacks 
a definitive solution and broadly accepted, since the devices commercially available mainly use 
autonomous nervous system signals, which may be influenced by factors such as volemia, 
positioning, vasoconstriction/dilation, among others, affecting their performance, and which 
cannot be disregarded1,2,3. 
Recent studies suggest the electroencephalogram (EEG) may be used for this purpose, beyond 
the current use in the consciousness monitoring during anaesthesia4,5,6. In this work we propose to 
use data collected in a previously approved project “Análise e supervisão da nocicepção durante a 
anestesia”, N/REF.a 027/09(019-DEFI/025-CES), in which patients submitted to programed surgical 
procedures under general anesthesia, where included after written informed consent. Appendix A 
presents the clinical protocol, and Appendix B the data pre-processing7. The use of the data in this 
work has also received institutional and Ethics Committee approval (Ref. 2019.040(033-DEFI/034-
CE)). 
 
Objectives 
Primary Objectives: 
§ Explore signal processing techniques over the frontal EEG (filtering, outliers removal, 
segmentation) 
§ Evaluate different EEG metrics proposed in the literature to discriminate noxious stimuli 
§ Evaluate proposed metrics in response to different analgesic levels 
§ Build classifiers for the nociception/anti-nociception balance using neural networks 
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Secondary Objectives: 
§ Evaluate EEG patterns in relation to autonomic variables (HR, BP, PPGA) 
§ Evaluate non-invasive autonomic variables in the estimation of arterial blood pressure 
using neural networks 
 
In this thesis we intend to continue previously published work2,7, and analyze the frontal EEG 
using neural networks for the estimation of the nociception/anti-nociception balance. Information 
extracted from the EEG in alignment with the information contained in the autonomic variables 
were combined, analyzing the discriminative power of the different signals and presented in 
Chapter 2, in the form of a paper to be submitted in consideration for publication, entitled "Utility 
of Frontal Electroencephalography in the Evaluation of Nociception in Patients submitted to 
General Anesthesia using Neural Networks"; Chapter 3 presents preliminary results of noninvasive 
BP estimation, as a letter to be submitted in consideration for publication titled "Arterial Blood 
Pressure Estimation using Photoplethysmography and Electrocardiogram Noninvasive 
Parameters", in which one of the secondary objectives of the proposal is addressed. 
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2. FRONTAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY 
ANALYSIS 
 
In this paper we present the results of the frontal EEG analysis in relation to the 
nociception/anti-nociception balance. This paper will be submitted in consideration for publication, 
and is here presented according to the publication formatting guidelines. 
Primary objectives listed in Chapter 1 and the first secondary objective "Evaluate EEG patterns 
in relation to autonomic variables (HR, BP, PPGA)" were addressed in this paper. 
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in PPGA. A decrease in total coherence was observed for all stimuli, except
tetanic. HR was significantly different pre and post-stimulation except for
incision. BP was significantly different for the incision. Considering LOC, a
statistical significant difference was found between EEG energy distribution
in all frequency bands, as well as in the entropy and EEG energy pre and
post-LOC. HR, BP, PPGA, BIS, and EEG coherence (SWA, δ and α bands)
were also significantly different pre and post-LOC. NN best classification re-
sults were obtained for the identification of LOC using EEG features. NN for
all stimuli results were poor, nonetheless laringoscopy detection presented a
78,7% accuracy in the test dataset, using bilateral EEG coherence features
NN.
Limitations of the study include the reduced number of patients in each
group and NN testing datasets, and the analysis of responses under differ-
ent analgesic doses, which may block noxious activation. Preliminary results
seem to point that there may be useful information on bilateral frontal EEG
not only for the hypnosis monitoring during anethesia, but also to assess the
nociception-antinociception balance.
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1 Introduction
Nociception-antinociception balance evaluation is still a research question al-
though several techonological developments in recent years shed some light
on this topic [1]. Most of the proposed methodologies are based on the use
of autonomous nervous system related signals, which may encompass some
limitations in the description of the central processment of nociception [2,3];
recently researchers have directed attention to central measurements of the
nociception process using signals such as the pupillometry [4,5], EEG [6,7]
and somatossensory evoked potentials [8].
Frontal EEG based anesthesia monitors were developed a few years ago
and are widely used to monitor consciousness during anesthesia [9–11]; indexes
using frontal EEG were also proposed to evaluate the noxious response during
anesthesia [12,13].
Multichannel EEG spectral analysis has been used in the description of
pain processes as well as fMRI to depict the areas of the brain involved in the
nociception process and pain perception. In [6] the auhors proposed to com-
bine EEG data with pulse and skin conductance measurements; a multichannel
EEG was used to evaluate responses to thermal stimulation. The authors de-
scribed a significant increase in frontal midline high frequency gamma activity
(FC1, Fz and Cz) as well as frontal beta activation (FC1) (peak activity be-
tween 1-6 s after pain stimulation and maximum power fluctutations in the
1-15 Hz frequency range). EEG bicoherence as also been studied in relation to
surgical incision, with a decrease of bicoherence in response to surgical incision
and return to baseline following analgesic administration [14].
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Changes in EEG patterns were also oberved in fibromyalgia patients, when
compared to healthy subjects in [15], results showing a decrease in frontal EEG
spectral power, specially in the low to mid-frequency EEG spectral band, ele-
vated spectral relative power of high frequency components in frontal/central
EEG measurement sites, and hypocoherence, specially in low to mid-frequency
bands in the frontal sites. In [7] the authors describe a reduction in alpha band-
width power associated both with chronic pain intensity and measures of sleep
deficits. Their results showed a negative correlation between chronic pain in-
tensity and bilateral F3 and F4 EEG alpha bandwidth power. Regarding acute
pain, more recently alpha band power loss has also been studied during anes-
thesia, in relation to surgical stimulation; the authors suggest that a loss of
alpha power, may be suggestive of thalamocortical depolarisation induced by
body cavity noxious stimuli, and could provide a measure of nociception during
surgery [16]. This was also observed in [17].
In a previous study [3] cardiovascular and frontal EEG derived variables
such as blood pressure (BP), heart rate (HR), PPG wave amplitude (PPGA),
BIS and BIS SD were analyzed in response to noxious stimuli (laringoscopy/intubation,
tetanic and incision) during general anesthesia for different analgesic doses
(remifentanil 2, 3 and 4 ng/ml); we observed that these signals varied in re-
sponse to noxious stimulation and analgesic dose. In this paper we intend to
analyze the bilateral frontal EEG in reponse to the same stimuli to asses if
this signal, routinely acquired for hypnosis assessment, may also be used to
asses the nociception/anti-nociception balance.
2 Material and Methods
Data were analyzed following institutional and Ethics Committee approval
(Ref. 2019.040(033-DEFI/034-CE)), at Hospital de Santo Anto´nio (Centro
Hospitalar do Porto, Portugal). Patients scheduled for urological procedures
under general anesthesia were enrolled, after signing the informed consent.
Data were analyzed off-line using Matlab R©.
2.1 Clinical Protocol
The clinical protocol for this study was designed to evaluate responses to pre-
cise noxious stimuli (laryngoscopy/intubation, tetanic stimulus, and incision)
under different analgesic doses. Collected data included patients’ demographic
data, drugs’ infusion rate and concentrations, ECG, BP and PPG waves, bilat-
eral raw frontal EEG, BIS and EMG collected using a bilateral BIS monitor,
synchronized with the remaining data.
Adult patients scheduled for urological procedures under general anesthe-
sia, ASA I-III, fulfilled the study requirements. Exclusion criteria were body
weight 30% above or lower the ideal weight for the corresponding height and
gender, or counter-indication to the anesthetic technique.
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The anesthetic technique was a TIVA-TCI of propofol and remifentanil,
with Schnider and Minto’s pharmacokinetic models (Orchestra Base Primea R©,
Fresenius Kabi) [18,19]. Patients were randomly divided into three study
groups considering the analgesic dose target for the precise stimuli (Group
1 2 ng/ml; Group 2 3 ng/ml; Group 3 4 ng/ml Ce). Induction was performed
as follows: remifentanil infusion initiated with effect-site concentration (Ce)
target steering; when remifentanil Ce reached steady-state, a propofol infu-
sion at 200 ml/h was initiated until loss of response to verbal and mechanical
stimulation; at this point propofol and remifentanil were controlled by effect-
site TCI, aiming at a BIS range of 40-60 (manufacturer recommended range
for general anesthesia). For each stimulus the remifentanil Ce was maintained
in steady-state before and following stimulation (180 s), according to the study
group dose.
2.2 Data Pre-Processing
Data were pre-processed to extract relevant information linked to noxious
activation. From the ECG, QRS complexes were detected, from the BP wave,
systolic BP was extracted (SBP), from the PPG, wave amplitude was extracted
(PPGA).Time series were then re-sampled using a cubic Hermite spline (1 Hz)
producing a smooth continuous function for interpolation.
Following QRS peaks detection, RR intervals extraction and interpola-
tion, the obtained RR sequence was still contaminated with outliers due to
poor quality in the ECG data acquisition. The extracted sequence was post-
processed for outlier detection and removal. The original extracted RR se-
quence was smoothed using the robust Loess method, a local regression with
linear least squares, and a 2nd degree polynomial model, assigning lower
weights to outlier values in the regression [20]. This method allows the con-
struction of a smoother version of the original signal, diminishing the impact
of outliers.
A similar technique was applied to the remaining waves, extracting beat-
to-beat information of the SBP and PPGA. Data pre-processing described in
detail elsewhere [3].
2.3 Electroencephalogram Analysis
Frontal EEG was collected using a BIS VISTATM bilateral monitor (FP7 or
8-FPZ), at 128 Hz [21]. A zero-phase bandpass Butterworth filter was applied
to both EEG channels (0,25-50 Hz). EEG spectral analysis was performed with
a Blackman window (0,5 s) with 50% overlap.
Frequency bands analyzed were the δ (0-4 Hz), θ (4-8 Hz), α (5-15 Hz), β
(15-30 Hz) and γ (30-44 Hz) bands. The sum of power (µV 2) was computed
for each frequency band; these values were also converted to relative power,
that is, the proportion of summed power in the band divided by the total
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power of the entire spectrum. Slow-wave activity (0,5-1,5 Hz) described in [22,
23] was obtained to assess if beyond consciousness detection, it could be linked
to noxious stimulation. Coherence was used to evaluate the synchrony in the
neural activity of different cortical brain areas of the bilateral EEG channels;
total coherence, and for each frequency band between bilateral frontal EEGs
were determined [24].
2.4 Statistical Analysis
Cardiovascular and EEG variables described earlier, were analysed for the
three stimuli considered in this study: laringoscopy/intubation, tetanic sitmu-
lus and surgical incision. Periods before and following loss of consciousness
(LOC) were also analyzed. EEG features, cardiovascular variables, including
HR, SBP, DBP, PPGA, and BIS and frontal EMG, were analyzed before and
following the events in 60 s time intervals.
Non-parametric paired sample tests were used for the comparison of ob-
served values before and following stimulation, since measurements inside the
same patient were being compared (Wilcoxon signed ranks). For the assess-
ment of the analgesic impact, a non-parametric test for the comparison be-
tween different groups of patients was performed (Kruskal-Wallis). P < 0.05
was considered significant. Data presented as mean±standard-deviation.
2.5 Neural Network
Following signals pre-processing and features extraction 60 s pre and post-
events, these points were used to train a pattern recognition neural network
for the classification of noxious stimulation (pre and post-stimulus) and LOC
detection (pre and post-LOC). Results presented for each event.
Data were divided into training (70%), validation (15%), and testing (15%)
datasets. Neural network performance was evaluated according to the correct
pre/post periods’ correct classification (accuracy, %), as well as pre and post-
LOC detection in the total dataset (Total) and test subset (Test).
3 Results
Thirty-four patients were enrolled in the study, however three were excluded
from the analysis due to technical failure and signal loss during data col-
lection. Surgical procedures included prostatectomy (13), nephrectomy (8),
nephrolithotomy (5), cystectomy (2), urethral reconstruction (1), ureteropelvic
junction repair (1), and pyelotomy (1). Five patients were eliminated from the
analysis of response to precise noxious stimuli due to protocol deviations: one
case from Group 1, two cases from Group 2, and two cases from Group 3. The
reasons for exclusion were the impossibility to maintain the patient without
any outer stimulus following the precise noxious stimuli, which could bias the
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analysis, and signal loss from any of the variables analyzed. The final data set
for this analysis was composed by 26 patients, nine in Group 1, nine in Group
2 and eight in Group 3.
Table 1 shows the demographic data of the final sample for precise stimuli
analysis (no differences between groups).
Table 1 Patients’ demographic data: global and for each study group of remifentanil target
effect-site concentration: Group 1 2 ng/ml, Group 2 3 ng/ml and Group 3 4 ng/ml (data as
mean±standard-deviation) [3].
Global Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Gender (M/F) 15/11 4/5 7/2 4/4
ASA (I/II/III) 7/18/1 3/6/0 2/6/1 2/6/0
Age (years) 55.0±12.4 57,0±15,8 54,0±11,1 53,9±10,6
Weight (kg) 69.4±12.2 63,4±9,1 77,2±12,9 66,8±10,9
Height (cm) 164.5±7.5 161,6±2,5 168,7±9,6 163,1±7,6
LBM (kg/m2) 25.6±3.9 24.4±3.1 27.1±3.9 25.2±4.6
Figure 1 presents the EEG spectrogram, and normalized EEG bands energy
ditribution for one patient in the study, for illustration purposes.
Fig. 1 Data overview of a patient in the study, from top to bottom: BIS and EMG; EEG
spectrogram; EEG normalized energy bands; drugs’ effectsite concentration.
Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 present an overview of the features extracted for each
event.
All variables were analyzed and compared within the same patient (stimu-
lus analysis), and for different groups of patients (analgesic dose analysis). Con-
sidering noxious stimulation, responses were more pronounced to laringoscopy
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Fig. 2 Features extracted from EEG channel 1, pre and post-stimulus, for the total dataset.
From top to bottom: EEG normalized energy distribution on each EEG frequency band
considered, pre-event in black and post-event in blue; total energy, and entropy(* P<0,05
between pre and post-event).
Fig. 3 Features extracted from EEG channel 2, pre and post-stimulus, for the total dataset.
From top to bottom: EEG normalized energy distribution on each EEG frequency band
considered, pre-event in black and post-event in blue; total energy, and entropy(* P<0,05
between pre and post-event).
than for the remaining noxious stimuli considered. Significant differences in
EEG bilateral coherence was observed in all frequency bands for laringoscopy;
a decrease in total coherence was also observed. Heart rate was significantly
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Fig. 4 On top, EEG coherence features for each each EEG frequency band considered,
pre-event in black and post-event in blue;, as well as total coherence pre and post-event(*
P<0,05 between pre and post-event).
Fig. 5 Cardiovascular and BIS indexes pre and post-event, from top to bottom: heart
rate (HR, beats/min), systolic blood pressure (SBP, mmHg), diastolic blood pressure (DBP,
mmHg), photoplethysmography wave amplitude (PPGA), BIS index and BIS EMG (* P¡0,05
between pre and post-event).
different pre and post-stimulation for all stimuli, except for incision; BP was
significantly different for the incision stimulation.
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Differences between amplitude response for the different noxious stimuli
were observed for EEG δ and θ bands, as well as for coherence in all frequency
bands, HR, PPGA and BIS EMG.
A statistical significant difference was found between EEG energy distribu-
tion in all EEG frequency bands, as well as for entropy and total EEG energy
pre and post-LOC, as expected. EEG coherence between EEG channels was
also significantly different pre and post-LOC for the SWA, δ and α frequency
bands. HR, BP, PPGA and BIS variables were also significatly different for
this event.
Following features extraction, these were used to train NNs, as described
in the methods section. Table 2 presents the NN results for noxious stimulus
classification and laringoscopy alone, a well as LOC detection (pre and post-
event accuracy).
Table 2 Neural network accuracy results for block data set division: first for LOC classifi-
cation, followed by all noxious stimuli detection, and laringoscopy alone.
LOC All Stimuli Laringo
NN Input Test Total Test Total Test Total
EEG Bands 90.1% 97.6% 51.5% 53.8% 55.6% 65.6%
Coherence 72.0% 80.5% 52.9% 56.1% 78.7% 69.3%
Total EEG Data 73.4% 94.4% 53.8% 56.2% 73.6% 78.6%
CV & BIS Data 71.4% 93.8% 54.8% 60.1% 53.4% 61.6%
Total Data 86.1% 97.7% 53.5% 59.5% 62.7% 80.2%
4 Discussion
Recent developments in the monitoring of nociception/anti-nociception bal-
ance indicate that central nervous system monitoring, besides information
regarding consciousness, may provide a window to the central processes of
noxious activation [11,5,8,16]. In this study we proposed to analyze bilat-
eral frontal EEG during anaesthesia, among other variables, assessing if they
contain relevant information for the detection of noxious activation during
anesthesia, using neural networks.
Network performance for the detection of all noxious stimuli together did
not present good accuracy results, we believe this is due to the different nature
of the stimuli, and the concurrent analgesic which may block the responses to
these noxious stimuli, which did not allow for the network to capture the ex-
pected response to the event. Results previously reported also demonstrate
that the laringoscopy/intubation is a stimulus that leads to more pronounced
responses in signals usually linked to noxious activation such as HR[3]. In
this study, the use of different remifentantil effect-site concentrations may ob-
scure or even completely block and depress the expected responses to noxious
stimuli. For that reason we tested our methodology for the detection of the
laringoscopy stimulus, obtaining satisfactory results using the EEG coherence
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features extracted from bilteral EEG channels. Previous studies have demon-
strated that EEG coherence may fall during noxious stimulation, and even
with the different analgesic doses we were able to capture this pattern for the
laringoscopy stimulus.
The results presented in this study denote that information contained in
the frontal bilateral EEG may be used for the detection of noxious responses,
similar to what is described in the literature [16,17]. EEG bilateral coherence
was significantly lower between pre and post laringoscopy events, allowing for
a detection rate of 78,7% of pre and post stimulation periods.
The best accuracy results were obtained for the LOC detection, using the
EEG bands data, and the EEG features plus the CV and BIS data as inputs
in the neural network. This was expected since the frontal EEG monitors are
validated for this purpose [9], and EEG energy bands shift is well described
for the different stages of anaesthesia [11].
Although it would be interesting to separate the results for each remifen-
tanil group, this would result in very low number of points to train and test
the neural network. More studies are necessary for feature selection and to
study the impact of analgesic dose in such a system, nonetheless preliminary
results seem to point that there may be useful information on bilateral frontal
EEG not only for the hypnosis monitoring during anethesia, but also to assess
the nociception/antinociception balance [12,13]. Further research should focus
on the surgical stimulation phase, in which chages of analgesic may allow to
capture different dynamics of nocieption/anti-nociception equilibrium using
EEG derived features [16].
5 Financial Disclosure and Conflict of Interest
None to declare.
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3. NONINVASIVE BLOOD PRESSURE 
ESTIMATION 
 
Beat to beat Blood Pressure (BP) estimation through noninvasive signals is a wide field of 
research due to its various applications. BP is used in routine anaethesia monitoring, also as an 
indicator of adequacy of analgesia, and there is an increasing concern on worst outcome even 
during short periods of hypotension during anesthesia. In this paper we present preliminary results 
of the beat to beat BP estimation through noninvasive signals usually collected in routine patient 
monitoring: the Electrocardiogram (ECG) and the Photoplethysmogram (PPG). This paper will be 
submitted in consideration for publication, and is presented according to the publication formatting 
guidelines. 
The second secondary objective listed in Chapter 1 is addressed in this paper. 
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Abstract Recent studies have shown that hypotension lasting for short peri-
ods of time, as brief as five minutes, negatively impact on outcome, however
continuous monitoring of BP is not used unless for specific higher risk cases. In
the current work, we study whether noninvasive signals routinely monitored
during general anesthesia such as the PPG and the ECG may used to estimate
the beat-to-beat BP, using neural networks and individual calibration. Data
were collected and analysed following institutional and Ethics Committee ap-
proval. Patients scheduled for urological procedures under TIVA-TCI general
anesthesia were enrolled, after signing the informed consent. Collected data in-
cluded patients’ demographics, drugs’ infusion rate and concentrations, BIS,
ECG (300 Hz), PPG (100 Hz), and invasive BP (100 Hz) waves. Blood pres-
sure was monitored non-invasively using a cuff-based monitor at 1 to 5 minute
intervals before and during anesthesia induction; following an arterial catheter
was placed for continuous beat-to-beat BP monitoring. A neural network was
trained and adjusted to individual datasets using beat to beat RRI and PPGA
as inputs; data were divided in training (30%), validation (20%), and testing
(50%) datasets; random and block data selection for training were used.
Data were collected for 34 patients, 31 composing the final dataset. Results
in this preliminary analysis show that the best performance was obtained
with Bayesian regulation neural network, using feedback of SBP at 5 minutes
intervals (MAE 5,13 ± 1,65 mmHg, ME 0,01±0,18 mmHg and ρ 0,89±0,04).
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The use of training data in block deteriorates the results, although it represents
the likely scenario for its applicability.
Neural network for the estimation of BP temporal series presented sat-
isfactory preliminary results, with errors close to the recommended targets
(5 mmHg). Future work includes assessing the impact of different drug com-
binations, and noxious stimulation during general anesthesia, and to explore
other characteristics of the signals, such as PPG wave slope, and times between
onset and local extremes of waves, as described in the literature.
Keywords Monitoring · Blood Pressure · Noninvasive · Cuffless · General
Anesthesia
1 Introduction
Outcomes following anesthesia and surgery is receiving increasing attention,
as older, sicker and more fragile patients present for surgery in growing num-
bers. One of the factors currently receiving attention for the role played in
the outcome of patients, is the occurrence of arterial hypotension, namely
intra-operatively [1]. Recent studies have shown that hypotension lasting for
short periods of time, as brief as five minutes, negatively impact on outcome.
Such studies, metanalyses and editorials currently point at the need to avoid
hypotension. As older, sicker and more fragile patients are more sensitive to
anesthetics and more prone to hypotension, it should be assumed that all such
patients should undergo continuous arterial pressure monitoring to allow a
faster indentification and hopefuly faster treatment of hypotension. [2–4]
In clinical practice, continuous monitoring of BP is achieved mostly by
placing an invasive intra-arterial catheter connected to a pressure transducer.
This technique is time consuming and implies the use of single-use equipment
that may be considered costly. Even more costly is the utilization of devices
that employ non-invasive methods of continuous BP measurement, namely
with cuffs at the fingers [5]. Invasive BP measurement is usually employed
only for very sick patients or in procedures where blood loss or cardiac falilure
is anticipated. Current practice results in the fact that for most surgical proce-
dures, anesthesiologists use non-invasive blood pressure monitoring, actually
in compliance with the ASA standards for monitoring [6]. It happens that
such standards recommend a NIBP measurement at least every 5 minutes. As
a likely result of all the above, for most surgeries world-wide, it is common
practice to measure BP non-invasively at 5 minute intervals, even in sick, old
and fragile patients. As it has been shown that even 5 minutes of hypotension
negatively affect recovery, it is licit to assume, that there are many instances
in which BP is low without the anesthesiologist even becoming aware of it. In
the current clinical scenario, it makes sense to explore the possibility of pro-
viding the anesthesiologist with more information regarding the BP, namely
more frequent, ideally beat to beat and non-invasively.
Blood pressure is a component of the cardiovascular system, a complex net-
work centered on the heart, that pumps blood through the pulmonary and sys-
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temic circulations. Cardiovascular activity may be analyzed via various phys-
iological signals that are inter-related such as the electrocardiogram (ECG),
the photoplethysmogram (PPG), the phonocardiogram (PCG), or blood pres-
sure (BP)[7]. These different signals convey different information, related to
electrical and hemodynamic processes [8].
In cases where invasive BP monitoring is not deemed indicated, it is ap-
pealing to consider the possibility of using the signals routinely recorded from
patients to try to estimate BP on a beat-to-beat basis. Different methodologies
were previously explored in the attempt to estimate BP using noninvasive car-
diovascular signals/variables, namely Pulse Arrival Time (PAT), Pulse Transit
Time (PTT), Vascular Transit Time (VTT), heart sound characteristics and
PPG wave characteristics. There is indication that these signals contain im-
portant information for the estimation of BP [7]. Proposed solutions rise ques-
tions regarding their validity, precision, and stability, since several factors may
interfere with them, such as patient positioning, medications, cardiovascular
disease, or volemia changes [9,10].
In the current work, we study whether noninvasive signals routinely mon-
itored during general anesthesia such as the PPG and the ECG may used to
estimate the beat-to-beat BP, using neural networks and individual calibra-
tion.
2 Materials and Methods
Data were collected and analysed following institutional and Ethics Commit-
tee approval (Ref. 2019.040(033-DEFI/034-CE)), at Hospital de Santo Anto´nio
(Centro Hospitalar do Porto, Portugal). Patients scheduled for urological pro-
cedures under TIVA-TCI general anesthesia were enrolled, after signing the
informed consent. Clinical protocol and data pre-processing are described else-
where [11].
Collected data included patients’ demographics, drugs’ infusion rate and
concentrations, BIS, ECG (300 Hz), PPG (100 Hz), and invasive BP (100 Hz)
waves. Blood pressure was monitored non-invasively using a cuff-based monitor
at 1 to 5 minute intervals before and during anesthesia induction. Following
induction an arterial catheter was placed allowing continuous beat to beat BP
monitoring. Rugloop software was used to continuously collect the ECG, PPG
and BP waves.
Off-line, time series were extracted from the original signals as described
in [11], including beat-to-beat PPG amplitude (PPGA), RR interval (RRI)
and systolic BP (SBP). Time series were ressampled to obtain synchronus
measurements at 1 Hz. Data were analyzed off-line using Matlab R©.
2.1 Neural Networks
Time series previously described were used to train neural networks to esti-
mate the invasive systolic BP series (output), using as inputs the PPGA and
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RRI series. Different neural network structures were used: feed forward, cas-
cade forward and feedback (Figure 1), with randomized or in block selection
of training data. Levenberg-Marquadt and Bayesian regulation (backpropaga-
tion) algorithms were also evaluated in the network learning phase [12]. Neural
networks were trained and adjusted to individual datasets; data were divided
in training (30%), validation (20%), and testing (50%) datasets, resulting in
different times of training depending on the duration of the anesthesia.
The use of in block selection of the training data, provides an individually
adjusted neural network based on the first minutes of anesthesia. Since in our
dataset patients were monitored using non-invasive cuff BP monitoring, this
training will allow to discern if we may use an initial calibration of the network
using noninvasive measurements, that may be used for the remaining time of
anesthesia for beat-to-beat blood pressure estimation in the intervals were no
measurement is obtained, if the usual noninvasive BP monitoring is used.
Fig. 1 Neural networks’ structures used in this paper. From top to bottom: feed forward,
cascade forward, and feedback.
Using the feedback structure, we intended to evaluate the impact of peri-
odic measurements of BP on the network performance, in an attempt to recal-
ibrate the system and eliminate possible deviations that could arise. Feedback
measurements were tested for 5 and 15 minutes intervals; a feedback every
5 minutes allows to replicate the current clinical practice and the usual time
interval for BP noninvasive monitors. The use of 15 minutes intervals allows
to assess the method robustness to longer periods of time.
2.2 Error Evaluation
Neural network individual performance was obtained for the testing dataset
in each patient. Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Error (ME), and Er-
ror Standard-Deviation (ESD) were obtained from the original and estimated
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SBP. According to the US Association for the Advancement of Medical Instru-
mentation standard, a BP monitor should present MAE lower than 5 mmHg,
and a ESD inferior to 8 mmHg [13].
For each patient, Spearman correlation coefficient between measured and
estimated SBP were obtained. Data presented as mean±standard-deviation.
3 Results
Thirty four patients were enrolled in the study, three excluded from the anal-
ysis due to technical failure in data collection (loss of data synchronization).
From the 31 patients considered for analysis, 13 were female, average age
was 54.9±13.4 years, weight was 69.9±12.3 kg, height 165.0±7.6 cm, lean body
mass 25.6±3.9 kg/m2, and ASA score I/II/III of 8/21/2.
Neural networks were trained, and the method of training (Levenberg-
Marquardt and Bayesian regulation) and data selection (randomized or in
block) evaluated. The Bayes regulation algorithm presented better results al-
though with a longer time for network training (Table 1), this however poses
no limitation to its applicability in clinical practice. Although randomized data
selection tends to present better results, the use of training data in block al-
lows to foresee a methodology to be used in clinical practice, where the first
minutes of data collection may be used for network training.
Table 1 presents the results of the estimated networks; the method of data
selection for the training set (rand vs block) had great impact on the perfor-
mance of the network, as expected.
Table 1 Mean Error (ME), Error Standard-Deviation (ESD), Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
Spearman correlation (ρ), of the different estimation methods of the neural networks used
(Levenberg-Marquardt and Bayesiana regulation), and training datasets selection (random-
ized or in block).
Method ME ESD MAE ρ
Feedforward
LM Rand -0,07 ± 0,36 13,11 ± 3,72 8,35 ± 2,53 0,73 ± 0,09
LM Block -10,56 ± 32,54 29,94 ± 25,06 27,74 ± 26,01 0,13 ± 0,30
Bayes Rand -0,03 ± 0,25 13,21 ± 4,05 8,29 ± 2,56 0,73 ± 0,08
Bayes Block -3,27 ± 17,71 32,57 ± 20,45 24,30 ± 11,20 0,09 ± 0,33
Cascadeforward
LM Rand 0,03 ± 0,30 13,36 ± 3,96 0,03 ± 0,30 0,72 ± 0,09
LM Block 1,72 ± 34,51 36,75 ± 32,86 31,08 ± 28,06 0,14 ± 0,28
Bayes Rand 0,02 ± 0,26 13,33 ± 3,82 8,46 ± 2,40 0,72 ± 0,10
Bayes Block -2,20 ± 13,91 25,10 ± 13,44 20,49 ± 9,69 0,17 ± 0,29
Figure 2 presents the best and worst results obtained in for the SBP esti-
mation, using a cascade forward network, with Bayesian estimation and block
training data (Table 1).
Considering the previous results, neural networks using Bayesian regulation
were used in the remaining analysis; 5 and 15 minutes intervals of SBP feedback
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Fig. 2 On top the best results in the dataset, followed by the worst (Bayesian regulation),
using cascade forward network structure, with a block training dataset.
were tested to asses the impact of recalibration; results presented in Table 2.
Better results were obtained simulating intermitent measurements of SBP,
with better performance for a smaller time interval; Figure 3 presents the best
and worst results using Bayesian estimation, and intermitent measurements
every 5 minutes. Figure 4 presents a section of the same estimation in detail.
Table 2 Mean Error (ME), Error Standard-Deviation (ESD), Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
Spearman correlation (ρ), of the neural networks using SBP measurements as input at 5
and 15 minutes intervals (Bayesian regulation), and different training datasets (randomized
or in block).
Input SBP Test Set ME ESD MAE ρ
5 min Rand 0,01 ± 0,18 9,32 ± 3,16 5,13 ± 1,65 0,89 ± 0,04
Block 8,47 ± 23,15 47,40 ± 39,46 28,89 ± 21,50 0,22 ± 0,35
15 min Rand -0,05 ± 0,19 9,99 ± 3,23 5.63 ± 1,70 0,87 ± 0,06
Block 18,56 ± 79,52 93,14 ± 91,66 72,91 ± 62,55 0,10 ± 0,29
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Fig. 3 On top the best results in the dataset, followed by the worst results, using SBP
input every 5 minutes (Bayesian estimation). On the left estimation using a randomized
training dataset, and on the right with a block training dataset.
Fig. 4 Zoom of the estimated signal in the worst results in block, and with SBP input
every 5 minutes.
4 Discussion
Research of methods for noninvasive BP estimation promisses a great impact in
many applications such as hospital care, long distance monitoring of patients,
elderly or athletes, for example. These methods allow a finer monitoring with
superior confort and safety. Even with the limitations[14], the most explored
signals in the literature are the ECG and the PPG, its characteristics and
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temporal relations, once their are easy to obtain, and are usually part of the
usual monitoring in many procedures [15,16,11]. Changes in volemia, position,
vasoconstriction/dilation (p.e. changes in temperature), among others may
affect these methods performance, and may not be disregarded [17,18]. In
fact, this may be the motivation to use individual calibration methodologies
[19].
During anesthesia, there has been an increasing concern on the impact of
hypotension on patient outcome, even for brief periods (5 minutes)[1], which
in current clinical monitoring may pose as a problem, since monitoring devices
usually have blind periods of 5 minutes [6]. This work presents an exploratory
analysis for SBP estimation in the context of general anesthesia, from related
cardiovascular signals obtained noninvasively in clinical routine. We observed
that the use of temporal series of RR interval and PPGA contains relevant
information in the estimation of SBP; during anesthesia, drugs, surgical stim-
ulation and volemia variations may result in a wide SBP variabiliy within the
same patient, and this may impact in changes in the estimated parameters
for the neural network. In [18] the authors explored the use of a PPG index
to translate the low frequency variations in BP, related to arterial diameter
variations, also used in this paper as an estimation of the beat-to-beat PPGA.
Neural network use for the estimation of temporal series was applied with
satisfactory preliminary results. It was possible to train neural networks for
SBP estimation, with errors close to the recommended targets (5 mmHg),
which supports the importance of a method that contemplates individualiza-
tion. We also observed that the estimation with SBP feedback data improved
the estimation results. This points to the importance of recalibration that may
comprise possible deviations from the estimation by uncontrollable factors, al-
ready mentioned.
This paper presents some limitations, namely that it is a proposal only
for the estimation of SBP, in the future it would be important to expand
the methodology for the estimation of diastolic BP as well. In addition, the
best results presented required an individual calibration that has already been
suggested [14,19], however the calibration method presented here needs to be
more robust for its general applicability. The best results were obtained with
the training of randomized data, which allowed the network to capture the
dynamic relationships between the signals in level variations, and also points
of invasive BP monitoring, but which can not be applied in practice. The worst
results in the block training may be the result of the use of the first part of
the individual data, in which noninvasive BP monitoring at every 5 minutes
was used.
A next step in this study will be the training of neural networks in block
with normalized data of a group of patients. Also, the use of a fixed percent-
age of data for BP estimation may result in longer training periods in longer
procedures, this was not compensated in this study and may account for some
of the individual results’ variabilty. Future work includes assessing the impact
of different drug combinations, and noxious stimulation during general anes-
thesia. It would be important to explore other characteristics of the signals,
Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length 9
such as the slope of the PPG wave, time between start and local extremes of
curves, among others that have been explored in the literature [7], and that
in the future can easily be introduced in this methodology.
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
The developed work was here presented in the form of the following papers: 
§ Utility of Frontal Electroencephalography in the Evaluation of Nociception in Patients 
submitted to General Anesthesia using Neural Networks 
§ Arterial Blood Pressure Estimation using Photoplethysmography and Electrocardiogram 
Noninvasive Parameters 
The papers presented address all objectives in the work proposal submitted earlier. We believe 
the results presented are novel and provide additional information on the research topics explored. 
The main results of this work were focused on the analysis of the frontal EEG in relation to 
nociception. Frontal EEG is routinely used for consciousness monitoring during general anesthesia, 
but our results demonstrate that it may convey important information regarding the 
nociception/antinociception balance, which may be useful for the analgesic dose titration during 
general anesthesia. 
We also present preliminary  results in the format of a letter, on the noninvasive estimation of 
blood pressure, one of the signals usually used to assess the nociception/anti-nociception balance 
during anesthesia. We observed that noninvasive signals usually collected during general 
anesthesia, may be used in the estimation of beat to beat blood pressure using individual 
calibration, although our results show an overall lower than desired accuracy, promising results 
were attained, and this may be a useful tool to use in daily clinical routine as an additional 
information in patients using noninvasive blood pressure intermittent measurements. 
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APPENDIX A 
STUDY PROTOCOL 
 
The clinical protocol for this study was designed to evaluate autonomic responses to precise 
noxious stimuli (laryngoscopy/intubation, tetanic stimulus, and incision), and the effect of changes 
in surgical stimulation and drug doses on the physiological signals during the procedure; it is 
described in detail elsewhere2,7. 
Adult patients scheduled for urological procedures under general anesthesia, ASA I-III, 
fulfilled the study requirements. Exclusion criteria were body weight 30% above or lower the ideal 
weight for the corresponding height and gender, or counter-indication to the anesthetic technique. 
The anesthetic technique was a total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA), administered through 
a target controlled infusion (TCI) of propofol and remifentanil, with Schnider and Minto's 
pharmacokinetic models (Orchestra Base Primea®, Fresenius Kabi) 8,9. Patients were randomly 
divided into three study groups considering the analgesic dose target for the precise stimuli (Group 
1 2ng/ml; Group 2 3ng/ml; Group 3 4ng/ml Ce). Induction was performed as follows: remifentanil 
infusion initiated with effect-site concentration (Ce) target steering; when remifentanil Ce reached 
steady-state, a propofol infusion at 200ml/h was initiated until loss of response to verbal and 
mechanical stimulation; at this point propofol and remifentanil were controlled by effect-site TCI, 
aiming at a BIS range of 40-60 (manufacturer recommended range for general anesthesia). BIS 
bilateral sensor was placed on patient's forehead according to recommendations. For each stimulus 
the remifentanil Ce was maintained in steady-state before and following stimulation (180 s), 
according to the study group dose. 
Following the analysis of the responses to precise noxious stimuli (laryngoscopy/intubation, 
tetanic and incision), and during the surgical procedure, analgesic doses were changed in ascending 
and descending steps of 0.5ng/ml, according to clinical evaluation controlling the BIS values within 
the recommended target for general anesthesia, and HR and BP values within a 20% deviation of 
values recorded following incision . 
BP was monitored non-invasively until insertion of a pressure transducer in the radial 
artery, preferably following induction of anesthesia. Data were collected and synchronized using 
the TCI software RugloopII Waves© (Demed, Belgium). Information considered relevant for the 
study was annotated, including loss of response to verbal and mechanical commands, recovery of 
 34 
consciousness, drugs' administration, movement, and stimulus onset, generating time stamps for 
each stimulus start and duration. 
Collected data included patients' demographic data, drugs’ infusion rate and estimated 
concentrations, BIS, BIS Standard-Deviation (SD), frontal EMG, EMG SD, CO2 ECG, BP and PPG  
eaves. Waves processing is described in more detail in Appendix B. 
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APPENDIX B 
DATA PRE-PROCESSING 
 
Data were pre-processed to extract relevant information linked to noxious activation2. 
From the ECG, QRS complexes were detected, from the BP wave, systolic BP was extracted (SBP), 
and from the PPG, wave amplitude was extracted (PPGA). The time series were then re-sampled 
using a cubic Hermite spline (1Hz) producing a smooth continuous function for interpolation. 
During a bradycardia episode HR may drop to 40 beats/min, making the lowest frequency 
of the signal to drop to 0.67Hz. A high-pass Butterworth zero-phase filter of order 6, with cutoff 
frequency of 0.5Hz, was used on the original ECG. From the filtered data, QRS peaks were detected, 
and the sequences of RR intervals obtained. A method with a time varying threshold of QRS 
complexes amplitude was used in this study. This method sets a recursive detection threshold (ni) 
using the last detected complexes' amplitude according to Equations 1 and 2. 
       (1)  
     (2) 
where 𝜃"  is a detected QRS complex, ?̃?%,"  is the previously calculated average, and 𝑧(𝜃") the 
amplitude of the most recently detected complex. 𝜇 represents the fraction used as threshold (𝜇 =0,7) and 𝛼 the rate at which the threshold may change (𝛼 = 0,2). 
This method was expanded to a time-dependent threshold10, improving erroneous 
detection of high amplitude T waves, with an eye-closing period. This period is usually between 
160-200 ms, which is the time of absolute refraction during which the heart does not respond to 
electrical stimulation. Nevertheless, this period may be too long, missing ectopic beats. A waiting 
time during which no beat is detected (160 ms) was defined, followed by a linearly descending 
threshold. 
A waiting time (silence period) D0 was defined, during which no beat is detected (𝑛012, 
160 ms), and a D1 period during which ectopic beats may be detected with linearly descending 
threshold values g(t) (Equation 3). 
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   (3) 
Upon detecting the QRS complexes, the RR intervals sequence was extracted. The RR 
interval was defined as the time difference between two consecutive QRS complexes (𝑡45 − 𝑡4578), 
and the HR sequence obtained by Equation 4. 
      (4) 
Following QRS peaks detection, RR intervals extraction and interpolation, the obtained RR 
sequence was still contaminated with outliers due to poor quality in the ECG data acquisition. The 
extracted sequence was post-processed for outlier detection and removal. The original extracted 
RR sequence was smoothed using the robust Loess method, a local regression with linear least 
squares, and a 2nd degree polynomial model, assigning lower weights to outlier values in the 
regression. This method allows the construction of a smoother version of the original signal, 
diminishing the impact of outliers; to detect an outlier a comparison between the original and 
smoothed signal was performed: if the difference between the two sequences was above two 
standard-deviations of the median error observed in the population data, an outlier was identified 
and substituted by the corresponding point in the smoothed signal version. 
A similar technique was applied to the remaining waves, extracting beat to beat 
information of the SBP and PPGA. Beat to beat PPGA was extracted considering the consecutively 
registered wave values at local minimum A (𝑇:5) and local maximum B (𝑇;5), given by Equation 5. 
      (5) 
